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Codelocks Americas announces alliance with D&D Technologies

Rancho Cucamonga, CA, January 17, 2022

Codelocks Inc., a leading access control company that designs and distributes innovative, standalone keyless door locks and 
access solutions, announces a strategic alliance with D&D Technologies, the recognized leader in safety and high-performance 
gate hardware. D&D products are reliable, rust free and consistently exceed all relevant safety barrier codes around the world for 
the residential, commercial and industrial markets. The alliance will position Codelocks to expand its Gate Solutions by Codelocks 
range of locks to the fence industry.

In December 2020, Codelocks first announced its Gate Solutions by Codelocks,  comprehensive kits that include all components 
needed for gate and fence installations. Gate Box Kits include a Codelock, latch and accompanying lock box and hardware. 
Gate Panic Hardware Kits are also available and include the Codelocks Panic Bar, Panic Trim and accompanying panic hardware 
components. This solution is ideal for any restricted area that will benefit from controlling access including commercial or 
residential environments like schools and colleges, hospitals, hotels and backyards.

“For over 30 years D&D has been a leader in the gate and fence market and we couldn’t ask for a better partner to provide 
an even more comprehensive selection of locking solutions to our customers,” states Colin Campbell, President, Americas at 
Codelocks. “We are committed to providing the best products for simple and effective access control for fenced perimeters and 
outdoor spaces and our alliance with D&D will allow that to come to fruition.”

“We are excited about our alliance with Codelocks, a global company that is well-respected in the security industry,” said David 
Calabria, CEO at D&D Technologies. “With an increasing need for superior locking solutions for safety, privacy and security in 
exterior environments, we are focused on providing our customers the best solutions and that includes Codelocks.”

For more information on Codelocks please visit, www.codelocks.us and for D&D Technologies please visit, www.us.ddtech.com

About Codelocks Inc.
Codelocks Inc. designs and distributes a wide portfolio of innovative, standalone keyless door locks and access products for 
a range of growing markets. Products include stylish push-button mechanical locks, digital electronic locks, KitLock locker 
locks and smart lock solutions, which are developed for users to manage and operate using a keypad, card and smartphone. 
Codelocks’ Americas office is located in California, with headquarters in the U.K., distribution and office in Australia, and a 
worldwide network of distributors. For more information, visit www.codelocks.us. 

About D&D Technologies 
D&D Technologies is the recognized leader in safety and high-performance gate hardware, providing the broadest range of 
gate hardware for every application.  D&D Technologies produces over 300 gate hardware products and has over 30 years of 
experience in the gate hardware industry.  Products include MagnaLatch® magnetic pool and safety gate latches, TruClose® 
adjustable, self-closing safety gate hinges, LokkLatch® gate latches, SureClose® and Shut It industrial hinges.  D&D’s diversity 
of products continually set new standards in design, performance, craftsmanship and innovation–tied together by a top level of 
quality and service.  D&D products are rust free and consistently exceed all relevant safety barrier codes around the world for the 
residential, commercial and industrial markets. www.us.ddtech.com
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